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Abstract. We study ;a programming language LPa5 con&sting of blockstruptured programs with a 
Pascal-like procedure concept which allows procedures as parameters. Due to Clarke (1979) 
there cannot be any sound and relatively complete Hoare-like system proving partial correctness 
for the full language LPas. Hawever, in Langmaack and Olderog ( 19X0) it has been conjectured 
that such a system exists once global variables are disallowed. 
In this paper we prove a slightly weaker version of this conjecture by presenting a tloare-like 
system which is sound and g-complete for ah programs in LPas without global variables; g- 
completeness means completeness modu!,, I’ special second-order theory and an appropriate 
notion of expressiveness. The proof system provides new methods of dealing with procedures 
which are formalized in the Rule cf Separation for procedure calls. The completeness proof for 
the system is carr?d out in a transparent way using mcdified formal computation trees. An 
example shows how to apply the proposed methods. 
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This paper presents a Hoare-like system [14] for proving the partial correctness 
of (a subset of) the programming language LPah which consists of blockstructured 
programs with a Pascal-like procedure concept. Following the PASCAL. report [16:j, 
the procedures in LPas can occur in a nested fashion and may have procedures as 
parameters, but only if these parameters don’t allow again procedures as parameters. 
In other words: Lp3!, consists of Algol-like programs where procedures are allowed 
to have a procedure mode of depth I 2 only. 
Lpi,, is a difficult object to study because Clarke [6] has already shown that there 
cannot be any sound and complete Hoare-like system for the full language LPab. 
even in the relative sense of Cook [8]. Clarke established this rec;ult by proving that 
the divergettce problem is undecidable for LPas under finite interpretations with a 
non-trivial domain. The incompleteness result then foIlohs by observing that the 
existence of a sound and relatively complete Hoare-like system would lead to a 
decidable divergence problem for finite interpretations, hence to a contradiction 
(see also 124,251). 
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On the other hand there are quite a few sublanguages of Lras which possess a 
\ound and relativeiy complete Hoare-like system (see, e.g., [I, 3, 15,2% 2% An 
OvervIew over these systems in [21] reveals, however, that none of the presently 
known Hoar-e-like systems is able to deal with the sublanguage Lpzu n L,, consisting 
of all programs in I!+;,, without global variables. This sublarguage is interesting 
because here Clarke’s incompleteness argument as used for Lrab does not work any 
longer, In fact, it has been shown by Langmaack [ 181 that LP~\ n L,, has a decidable 
divergence problem for finite interpretations. The proof extends a method intro- 
duced in [20]. 
(‘omhining this decidahility result with a theorem by Lipton [22], it follows that 
;_r,.,S r: LII, has a sound and relatively complete Hoare logic. However, Lipton’s notion 
of ;I tloarc logic is rather weak: it essentially means that the set of true partial 
corrcctncss formulas is recursively enumerable relative to the theory of the under- 
lying interpretation (see also [7, 191). Hence the existence of a Hoare logic in 
the \cn\e of Lipton is only a necessary condition for the existence of a con- 
crctc lloarc-like system which is characterized by a set of syntax-directed proof 
r UlC\. 
Ncvcrthclcs\. it has hecn conJectured in Langmaack and Olderog [21] (see also 
f 1 H, 131) that [her-c exists also a sound and relatively complete Hoare-like system 
frpr l.fJ.,., I-; I.,, ant.1 cvcn more general for I,,, n L,, consisting of all Algol-like 
prcqu-;im~ without self-application of procedures and without global variables. 
‘Without 4f-application’ means here that all procedures in programs of L,;, have 
llroccdurc modes of arbitrary, but finite depth. Thus in particular LPa,s L,;, holds. 
Our paper deals kvith the conjecture concerning f_,,S,,n L,,. We are not able to 
vc*rif) this conjccturc literally, but ive shall pre%ent a Hoar-e-like system 9’ which 
I\ 4ound and ~-~~/~~@fe for I_,+, (7 I_,,. g-Completeness is a weaker property than 
rcl;rti\c ccpmplctcncs\. I’hc essential difference is that it allows us to use a special 
~*c~~rl ~ortlcr theory g’T‘h( .g ) as ;rn oracle instead of ;t first-order theory as allowed 
Ior rcI;rtive c!mplctencss. 
l)uc to [ 211 the proof system :P’ must necessarily contain new proof methods for 
proccdurcs not available in previous Hoare-like systc:ns. In fact, our system 9” uses 
rcliltion \ariablcs (hence the need for certain second-order formulas as assertions 
.tncI it \ccond-order theory a~ an oracle) and non-deterministic assignments to 
forrmikrtc :I new Kltlr ofs’qaratiot~ dealing with procedure calls. This rule separates 
ii11 .I proccdurc call the procedures occurring as parameters from the calling pro- 
c.t:tfure: it thu4 corresponds to the concept of application in h-calculus. It is inte, esting 
t.0 note that the ha>ic idea trf the Separation Rule plays alccj a central r-file in the 
rIc~c%l;tbilrt;q proljf\ of 1 1X. 201 conccrninp divergence rcsp. termination of programs 
I’ll I.,.,.. 1.,, anti I _.,, !! I_,,. 
:lffcr thic l)iipcr h~td hccn completed. \~t‘ learned ah t a related aproa(:h to 
ilic c.onjccturc in 12 I ] b> Ihmm and Joskr [l 13. The authors consider a progt amming 
IMQXI~~~ 1, allowing procedures with modes of arbitrary finite de@ and prescirt a 
~c~ind ;ind iwhat is called) relatively* complete Hoare-like proof system ‘@ f,,r L. 
j~li~~ii~h the cJct:iil\ of both their language 1 and their proof r;ystcm ‘X differ somewhat 
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from Lpab n L,,. and L,, n L,, resp. from our system P’, it is reassuring to see that 
also in Damm and Josko’s solution their Application Kule !which corresponds to 
our Separation Rule) is the central rule for obtaining completeness. Also the 
Application Rule leads to (now) higher-order logic and thus to the weaker concept 
of relative* completeness (corresponding to 3ur g-completeness) instead of Cook’s 
original notion of relative completeness. 
A study related to our approach has been reported by de Bakker, Klop and 
Meyer [4]. Th e anthers investigate partial correctness of programs with function 
proce&res of finite modes instead of simple procedures as in our paper or in [I 13. 
They present a sound Hoare-like system which is relatively comp”ete only for the 
case that all arguments of functions are of ground type, i.e., when functions are 
disallowed to have functions as arguments. Translated into the programming 
language considered here their result corresponds to relative completeness for the 
sublanguage L,, of ,!+,\ of all PASCAL-like programs without procedures as para- 
meters tvchich is known). Of course, function procedures require additional care as 
com,pdred with simple procedures as [4] shows. 
But this additional care does not exclude the possibility that the ideas :,urrounding 
the Separation req. The Application Rule can provide a first step towards a 
satisfactory treatment of the so far unsolved case of function procedures with 
functions as arguments. 
Let us no5 outline how our paper is organized. fn Section 2 we defme the syntax 
of the language LPas. The &?iculties with programs in LPZ,, are exhibited in Section 
3 try showing that they produce non-regular formal computation trees. Section 4 
introduces two auxiliary tools for :;olvins these difficulties-at least for the subset 
L PAS f-i L,, : generalized @ical formulas and nond6terministic assignments. A 
rigorous semantics for J!+,, based on the static copy rule follows in Section 5. 
Section h introduces the concept of similar programs and relates their semantics. 
In Section 7 we present a Hoarc-like system :Y, first for the set L+..,,n L,, n L,!, 
of all programs in f+;,, without global variables and without static sharing of variables. 
The central proof rules of 9 are the Rules of Recursion, Similarity, and Separation. 
The impact of the new Separation Rule is explained in Section 8: it car1 be considered 
as a systematic transformation of the non-re?ular formal computation trees encolln- 
tered in Section 3 into regular trees, called &!;re modified formal computation trees. 
The soundness of system 3 is shown in Section 9. The problem of completeness 
is analyzed in Section If). After introducing the rtotions of g-expressiveness and 
g-completeness, system P is shown to be g-complete for &,,n I_.,, n Lsh. The 
completeness proof is carried out in a transparenf way by considering t5e modified 
formal computation trees. Since these are regular, their structure can be completely 
characterized by certain finite initial segments. These segments fortn then the 
skeleton for the formal proofs in 9. 
In Section 11 a non-trivial example of a correctness proof with the system is 
provided. Section 12 explains how to lift the restriction ‘no static sharing of variables’ 
by extending P to a system rjp’ which is sound and g-complete for LPI,\ n I,,,. Finaliy. 
in Section 13 we assess our approach and indicate further directions for research. 
2. The language tPns 
En this section we introduce the programming language LPas studied in our paper. 
It is obtained by adding a block- and a Pascal-like procedure structure to a simple 
language with assignment, sequential composit.ion and conditional. 
First we need some auxiliary concepts. We start from a signature Sig consisting 
of finite sets (c E ) Co of constants, (f E ) Fu of function symbols, and (r E ) Re of 
relation symbols. We assume that there is a special constant w E Co (which will be 
used later on to initialize local variables in blocks) and that every function resp. 
reIation symbol has a certain arity n 2 1. Additionally, there are the infinite sets 
lx, y,. . . E ) SV of (simple) variables, (cp. $6 . . . E ) RV of relation variables (needed 
iater in Section 4) and (p, q, r . . E ) PI of procedure identifiers. All these sets of symbols 
are assumed to be disjoint, The set of identifiers is given by (a, 8,. . . E ) ID= SVu 
KV u PI. We use the notation 6 for lists al,. . . , a,, of identifiers. The length n of 
rr is denoted by 151 and the set {u, , . _ . , a,,} of list components by { 5). 
The signature Sig and the simple variables SV determine the sets (eE ) EX of 
terms or expressions, ( b E 1 BE of Boolean eqrlressions, and (P. Q E ) LF of (.first-order) 
lugicul formulas in the usual fashion: 
h::=trueI e, := e71 r(e,. . . . , e,,)fib( hl fi h2, 
f’::=hi -1Pj f){ A PJ P, -+ P;II3xPpfxP. 
Next WC detine the sets i S E ) STM of statenrunts, (U E ) BLK ( s STM) of blocks 
:md I E 5 1 IJNV of prnt’edure mcironrnents: 
R::= begin ES lend 1 begin var x ; ES end. 
Block\ B allow local declarations of variables and procedures. Procedure declaratiorzs 
or Gmply procedures proc p( .i; : ?I ; f3 ; consist of a procedure identifier p, two lists 
I tf forrwrl purametc rs, viz.. variables 7 and procedure identifiers I; and a block N as 
p&r~rlur~~ body. This in particular allows procedure nestings. Procedure cab p( .V : 4) 
titko two lkts of ucruul purumeters: variables .f and procedure identifiers 8. Semanti- 
cally thcsc pirrameiers will be treated as cull-hy-~unz~ parultzerers (SLtction 5). 
It is understood that formal parameter lists consist of distinct identifiers. In 
contrast. actual parameters _f and 4 of procedure calls p(i : 41 need not be distinct. 
f ‘onsqucntly, the problem of sharitlg or aliasing arises (Secti<jn 7) and has to be 
tlczlt with apprtjpriatclv f Section I2 1. Also, in procedure environments 
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the procedure identifiers pl, . . . , pa are assumed to be distinct 20 avoid double 
declarations. 
An occurrence of an identifier cy in a block B is either free or bound to a uniquely 
determined defining occurrence of LY, i.e., an occurrence of 1y inside a formal 
parameter list or immediately after a symbol var or proc. 
A program n is now defined to be a block without free procedure identifiers. 
(Free variables are allowed: they serve as input-output variables.) Note that in a 
program w more than one defining occurrence may be denoted by the same identifier 
LY. For example, in 
rr=beginvarx;x:=O; beginvarx;x:= 1 endend, 
there are two defining occurrences denoted by X. Since such programs tend to 
complicate arguments, we introduce the notion of a distinguished program g [B 7-j. 
This means that different defining occurrences in IT are denoted differently. (Free 
identifiers are treated as if defined outside of n.) We take n;l to denote a particu!ar 
distinguished program obtained from 7~ by a bound renaming of identifiers. In the 
above example, we could choose 
r,, = begin var x : x := 0; begin var y ; y := 1 end end. 
Distinguished programs of the form begin E/S end are called rrnifs and written 
shorter as E ) S. In units WC will identify the srquelxce E of procedures with the set 
of these procedures. 
To define the language Lpi,, we impose ‘a posteriori’ Pascal-like mode restrictions 
on the procedures in programs. Formally, we define 
(11 
(2) If 
proc(var, . . . , var: ) IS a procedure mode of depth I. 
v 
n time5, t2 -4 
pi...., p,,, are procedure modes of depth 1. 1 I \ then 
procfvar,. . . .var: pI,. . . , p,,aj is a proct.3’ be C.&C of depth 3. 
v 
tt times. n 20 
A Prrscal-like mode is a procedure mode of depth ~2. L n,, icj;rsists of all programs 
z where each procedure identifier p in 7~~ (the distinguIshed version of -’ !- t* , Ira.Y- a 
Pascal-like mode p,, such that for every procedure dcclaratiVkjn 
procptx,.. . . ,s,,:q1,. . . .q,,,);. . . ; 
and every procedure call 
y(s, . . . . ,“G:yt . . . . . q,,,) 
in 7;.1 the mode equation 
j.+ = proctvar, . . . , var : pt,!, . . . , py,,, 1 
-- 
rz times 
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holds. These are the Pascal-like programs discussed in [18,21,23]. Note that it is 
decidable whether a given program r is in LPas. 
Intuitively, a mode cc, = ( 1) means that the procedure p always takes n variables 
and no procedures as parameters, and pP = (2) means that p always takes n variables 
and m procediures of mode 1~~. .  , , pm as parameters. These two possibilities are 
typical for PASCAL [16]. In particular, there are no self-applicatitw calls pf . . . p. . . ) 
possible in LPa5. Also, programs in LPac automatically have correct procedure para- 
Example 2.1. We consider 
7rfj = begin 
var count, 
the following program 7ro from [23]: 
proc plx,, x,:f); 
begin 
procq(y,,y2 :);begin y,:=y,+l;f(y,,y,:)end; 
xl :- x, f I ; if x, 5 x1 then pI x1, x-, : q) else f( .x1, x2 : f fi 
end; 
proc I(z,, z,:);begin z2:= z, end; 
count := 0; p(count, out: r) 
end 
;r,, i\ ii distinguished program in L,+,. The procedure identifiers 1)” f. y. r have 
I’;t\c;rl-like modC5, Pespcctivcly 
IX,, = procl var. var : priw( var. var : I), 
PI -= CL,, = j_t, = procfvar. var : 1. 
J’hc semantics of L,,;,, will he defined later in Section 5. 
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where proc p( jj : f) ; B ; E E and the ‘static scope modification’ B,, of B is obtained 
from B by 
(1) inserting literally the actual parameters 3, Q for the corresponding formal 
parameters y, F in B yielding a block S[ls, a/j, i] (Note that IZ[ = !-jl and iq[ = IF/ 
holds since E ip(X : Q) is in LPas.), 
(2) renaming all bound identifiers in BE%, q/y, F] into new ones not already 
present in idf(E 1 ~(2: Qf) thus yielding the block B,,. Since we did not specify 
precisely how bound identifiers have to be renamed, there can be more than one 
block r;,, wit,“_ E 1 p(lz : q) + E 1 f?,,. Clauses (a)-(d) do the structural analysis and 
clause (e) applies the copy rule as described in [17,23]. 
Systematic application of the relation 4% to a program R and all generated units 
E 1 S yields a tree, called Q forrltal computation tree C, of P (cf. 1171). In this tree 
a node E 1 Sl : &, for example, has two successors drawn liklz 
E ( s, : s, 
J \ 
El% %% 
C, is not uniquely determined by TT because application of the copy rule to a unit 
E j p(i: 4) does not lead to a unique unit E 1 El,,. Of course, any two formal 
computation trees Cl, a;ld C’, of z have the same tree structure, only the units 
occurring at corresponding nodes in CL and C”, differ in their identifiers. Formal 
computation trees are used to describe t”:ae possible computational behaviour of 
programs T iurd~pendenrl~ of the actual Qpcrations on data. Paths 
n-+E,lS, -++-?.E,,jS, 
in C, are called forma1 ccmpntation paths. 
Example 3.1. We outline ‘the’ formal computation tree C,,, of program G-~! from 
Example 2.1. 
c’,, = 7fo 
/ 
pt., . rl 
/ ‘r( .I 
p(...q’) ‘- 
/ 
\ 
/I(. . . q”) 
q’(,. . .! 
/ \q,,( >. * .) 
1 . . * 
) 
\ 
4%. .!, 
r(. . .) 
Note that this is a slightly simplified picture wher,. 0 only procedure calls (even without 
the corresponding procedure environments) are shown. 
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A (possibly infinite) tree structure T is called regulclr if there are only finitely 
many patterns of subtrees in T [9]. By this definition, Cm,, has a non-regular tree 
structure because of the infinitely many subtrees 
of different length. As argued in [21], known proof techniques for procedures are 
not powerful enough to deal with programs with a non-regular formal computation 
tree. Moreover, in [6] and [24,25] this kind ‘af non-regularity in the computational 
hchaviour is exploited to show that Lp3> has no sound and relatively complete 
f%AIre-like proof system. 
But a closer analysis [24,25] of these incompleteness results reveals that ‘exploit- 
ing the non-regularity’ is only possible if additionally global variables are allowed 
(a$ it is the case with the language Lp,,). By a global uariuble of a program z we 
mean a variable z E SV which OCCUIS freely in some procedure lproc p( >’ : f) ; B ; of 
B. i.e.. which is defined neither locally inside B nor within the formal parameter 
list y. I Analogously we define globa ’ procedure identifiers.) 
So the best one c.an hope for sterns to be a sound and relatively complete proof 
\yhtern fwr the sublanguage LPa5n L,, consisting of all programs in LPa, ruifhozrt 
ghhul cariahles (cf. Section I). Note that this is still XI ‘ambitious’ programming 
language because disallowing global v:+riahles by no means restricts the use ot 
proccdurf” icfcntifiers. This is shown by progiam 7~~) of Examples 2.1 and 3. I : n,, is 
in L,,.,, n I_,,, but there is a formal procedure identifier f which occurs globally in 
the procedure q of r. and M,hich is responsible for the non-regular C,,,. In the rest 
of thi\ paper we develop our approach to LPC,>n L,,. 
4. Generalized formulas and nondeterministic assignments 
\.4,‘c :irc \ssr)r!iing towards ;t f<Jrfllitl svstcm .P for proving partial correctness 
t~3rmul:t~ if I T{ 0) with (first-order) logical formulas P, V E LF about programs 
;;. I I’,,, ! ‘: l.,,. f3ur in our proposal of .P the intermediate steps of a formal proof 
I(w {f’! ;T { 0) will involve more gtxcral correctmss formulils of the form 
tchcrc P’“, (_I* arc gencriilized (second-order) formulas and r* is a generalized 
propr;lm ;rllowing nondftcrminixtic assignments. We will USC these tools when 
fr~rmul;lting the Scpariititln Kulc (Section 7) which enables US to overcome the 
tlltticulty of non-regular computations (Section 8). 
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First let us define the concept of a generalized logical farmufa (g-form&a for 
short). We start from the set (q, Q, . . . E ) RV of (second-order) rclution variables 
mentioned in Section 2. Each relation variable has a certain arity n 3 1. The idea 
is that just as simple variables XE SV range over a certain domain 51, relation 
variables p range over all relations p E 9I”. Now the set (P, 0,. . . E ) $F of g- 
formulas is given by 
cp(e17 * - * , e,) provided cp has arity n. 
(To simplify notation we extend here the use of the metavariables P, 0 introduced 
for LF in Section 2 to the set gLF 2 LF. If it is important to note that a g-formula 
I’“‘ is first-order, we shall write explicitly PE LF.) By free(P) we denote the set of 
all free simple and relation variables in P. 
Thus g-formulas are second-order formulas in which all second-order relation 
variables cp occur freely. This type of second-order formulas is also used in [S] 
where they are called .&enzes. A typical example for a g-formula is the induction 
scheme for natural numbers [Q 
In our approach we shall use relation variables cp when dealing with yet undetermined 
procedure parameters (se,e ‘non-deterministic assignments’ below). 
Defining the y;,eaning of g-formulas P arid expressions e involve the concepts of 
interprctatk~n, state and valuation. An interpretation 9 over the signature Sig consists 
of a uornuin (d E ) 2) # (b and an assignment of a domain value 9(c) E 3 to every 
constant c, a function 9(f) : 9” + 9 to every function symbol f of arity 11, and a 
relation 9(r) c 9” to every relation symbol r of arity n. 9 is called finite if /%I< r~, 
holds. The constants Co are said to c#,uer 9 if for every d E 9 there exists a constant 
c E Co with 9(c) = rrC. 
The meaning of expressions and g-formulas depends on the domain values of the 
free simple variables resp. the values of the relation variables. These values are 
provided by states, i.e., mappings 0 :SV+ 9, resp. vahtions, i.e., mappings ‘9‘ 
assigning a relation Y”(cp)c_ 9” to every relation variable 4p with arity n. Now the 
domain value S,(e) (ti) of an expression e under 3 w.r.t. 4 and the truth value 
.Q(P)( %‘)(d) of a g-formula P under 9; w.r.t. ‘L’ and 9 can be defined in a standard 
way. We write !=, Ij );_, P if S(P)(Y)(Q) is true and t=,9 P if k.P.t-6 P holds for every 
valuation %- and every state 3. The generalized theory (g-theory for short) gTh(9a) 
of .a is given by gTh(9f=(PEgLFI +=i P}. By the theory of 9 we mean the set 
Th(9)=(P~LFji=, P]. 
The set of states will be denoted by (tl E ) !Yxf. By P.” I’ we denote the set of all 
states expressed by P under 4 and 7: P “” ={o I k=s;.t.*l P). We write P.’ instead of 
P.“’ if P does not contain relation variables, i.e., if PELF. By d{d/x} we mean 
that variant 0’ of state d with Q’(X) = d and d’(!)) =Q( y) for y Z x. This notation 
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easily extends to lists of domain values and of distinct variables: 
Li{l/ ,. . . . 1 d,Tl-rl, * 4 . , AlI. 
Remark 4.1. If 4 is finite, then gTh(4;) c gLF is decidable. 
Next we extend our programming language LPas by adding nondeterministic 
assignments of the form 
S::= f := some y with p 
to the syntax of statements SG STM. Here 8 and y are disjoint lists of distinct 
variables with I.%1 =IFI, and P is a g-formula. 
The idea of such an assignment S is that it chooses some values of y which satisfy 
P and assigns these <values to X. (The precise semantics will be given in the subsequent 
4cction. 1 Nondeterministic assignments have been used in [23 as a language construct 
for writing specificv~tions of statements. For esample, 
x := some y with x < y 
q3cciiies a statement which increases the variable x’ by some unknown value. 
In our approach nondeterministic assignments serve the same purpose. New is 
that we use this concept together with second-order g-formulas P. In particular we 
Aall USC acsipnments of the form 
.i :- some y with q(,f, y) 
iI\ \pccifications of !/et unknown procedure parameters, the semantics of which is 
determined ‘from outside’ by valuations ‘t: 
From now on deterministic assignments 
wi!! be considered as abbrevi rtions for Y := some y with y = P. where y is a new 
variable not present in e. We remark that in assignments _f:= some 7 with P all 
occurrences of variables in the list jj and immediately after a symbol 3 or V inside 
P arc defining occurrences. Thus the notions of free resp. bound identifiers and of 
di\tinguishcd programs resp. units remain well-defined for the extended I+,>. By 
frcc( TT) we denote the set of all free simple and relation variables and by idf(rr) 
the >ct of all identifiers. i.e., simple variables. relation variables and procedure 
iticntilicr~,, in ;I program 77. 
Finally. we introduce the concept of ;t xrb.sUutiort. This is a certain finite mapping 
rr:LI,-h,.. . .q,++h PI- 
written as 
rr-l’l,.. . . . /?,,/a,,. 1. .u,,]. 
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described by the following singleton substitutions: 
(1) 5 =Wd (simple variables), 
(2) u2 = [q/p1 (procedure identifiers), 
(3) fJ3=w~l (relation variables j, 
(4) ~~=[Qlcp(x,, . - a, x, )] (g-formulas). 
We now explain how to apply a substitution u to a syntactic construct SYN of the 
form P, n or E 1 S. By convention, an application of IT is written as SYN 0: An 
arbitrary substitution u is applied to SYN by simultaneously using the following 
definitions for the basic forms (l)-(4): 
(1) SYN[e/x] is the result of replacing every free occurrence of x in SYN by e. 
If necessary, bound variables in SYN are renamed first to avert clashes with free 
variables in e. For example, 
(begin var y ; y := x end)[y/x] = begin var z ; z := y end. 
U), (3 SWqlpl and SWI9/4 are defined analogotisly to SYN[e/ x] but refer 
te) procedure identifiers resp relation variables instead of simple variables. 
(4) SYN[QI&,, . . . , x,,)] is the result of replacing every occurrence of the form 
q(c,,..., c,,) in SYN by the g-formula Q[e,, . . . , en/x,, . . . , x,,] which is obtained 
by simultaneously applying definition (1 j. For example, take the induction scheme 
IND introduced above. Then: 
Note. Since substitutio.ls u are mappings, we can say that ~7 is injectioe or that cr 
is defined on a zrtain set of arguments. 
5. Copy rule semantics 
The semantics 2 of L,,;,, is a mapping which for a given interpretation .9 and a 
given valuation ‘I/* assigns to every program r in LPsh a program relation .E”‘( rr) c 
:f/ x Yt!. 
Program relations are certain transition relations between states. If X is a finite 
subset of SV then 9? 5 Jf/ X Yl is called a program relation on X if the following holds: 
( 1) If (a, 3’) E 95 then 9 1 SV\X = CI’ 1 SV\X. 
(2) If (d, ti’) E 3 and d f X = dir X for some state o,, then there is a state c, ‘, with 
(J1,3i)Eti and 9; f X =a’/ X. Intuitively speaking, 9 can (1) manipulate and (2) 
inspect only the finitely many variables in X. These two conditions were first 
formalized in [28]. Thus X can be considered as the set of input-output or active 
variables of 3’. ?4 is called a program relation if there exists an X such that 3’ is a 
program relation on X. The image 9?(Y) of .ipc 94 under 9 is given by 
9?(y) =(d’I there exists a state ti E y with (d,g’)~ 8). 
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As an example of a program relation we define ass&Z, y, P)‘where f = x1, . . . , X, 
and j = yl,. . . , yn are lists of distinct variables (of the same length) and where 
P E gLF: 
(g,d’) E ~ss,,~ (f, J, P) iff there exist dl, . . . _ d!, E 9 with 
b 9. V.J{,f,. ..,j”/V,. ..J,} P and 0’ = a{Alr . . . , d,,/s,, . . . , x,}. 
Note that assg6-(Z, jj, P) is a program relation on {%}u (free(P)\(y)). In fact 
ass,, E.( X, y, P) formalizes the intuitive meaning of the construct 3 := someg with P 
given in the previous section. 
The definition of .Z”L’ will be given in a copy rule sfyfe, which is partly operational 
[ 17,231. First we provide an approximating semantics ZfV with j & 0: 
(1) -‘,#‘I (7i)=rT;p‘(c3j77J, 
(2) L,“‘(E[i:=so~~~ne ,I with P) =ass,,.(S, f, Pj_ 
(31 2;’ ~E~S,;S~r=~~“(E~s*)~~;Y~‘(~/s~), 
(4) 2;’ (Elifbthe~nS,elseS,fi)=if,u (b,E~“(EIS,).X~” 
(5) ~~“iEJheginvarx-;E,Send)=blockB (s,I~“(EuE, 
(E IS,)). 
I SA, 
(6) E:’ cEjp(.i:qjj= 
$‘i(ElB,,) ifjz 1, 
44 otherwise, 
whcrc EIp(x:q) --. E1i?,,. 
In this dcfinitiorr :9?, 3 HR, is the usual product of relations, and if,q (b, 9?,, :&,I and 
block, (A-, Y? ) are semantical constructors modeiling the meaning of conditionals 
and blocks (see [2:3] for a precise definition). We remark that block,$ (x 8) initializes 
the local variable x wirh the domain value .9(w) of the constant o E Co. It follows 
from [23] that J;“’ . IS well-defined though B,, is not uniquely determined by rlause 
Ih). Note that the units E) S occurring on the left-rcsp. right-hand side of clauses 
( I). (3)-(h) arc exactly the ones which are related by the relation -r introduced in 
Section 3. 
Now the full setnatttics L.” ’ is given by 
Xote that UC’ could have specified 2.” also directly by equations like the ones 
ah)\~: EZy continuity of the semantical constructors, the above equations ( I)-( 5 1 
rclmain valid if wc replace 1,” by 1,“. And (6) reduces to L. ““‘(EIP(x.:q) = 
5” ( E! H,,). However. it will be convenient to have the approximating semantics 
:rt hand when showing the soundness of our proof system in Section 9. 
W’c remark that 1?‘.“-(n) and 1‘;’ t ( n-1 are program relations on free(~). If TT does 
not contain relation variables, we skip the index 7: Observe that E*“‘-( ‘in) correct!) 
!iclds the .rtatic. scn~e semantics of the programs 7; c LPa, . A11 renamings necessaq 
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to model static scope are done here firstly by a preprocessing step a 4 017~~ 
(clause (1)) and secondly whenever the copy rule is applied (clause (6)). Notice also 
that we use the parameter mechanism call-@-name [cf.. the definition of S,, 
employed in clause (6) above). Of course, there is no difficulty to modify the above 
definitions such that the simpler parameter mechanism cclff-by-value (in connection: 
with arbitrary expressions e instead of simple variables x as actual parameters of 
procedure calls) can be handled. 
By the divergence problem of a sublanguage L c Lpas in an interpretation 4 we 
me&n the problem to decide whether a given program ‘TTE L with deterministic 
assignments never terminates properly, i.e., whether 
holds. The converse problem we calf the te~~i~fftiu~ problem. It thus states that 
there is ut least one terminating computation of 7~. 
6. Similarity 
Formal proofs in the proof system 9 will closely follow the structure of the formal 
computation trees t”,. Our main concern will be to find a finite proof 3 for the in 
general infinite tree C,. To this end, we introduce a notion of similarity which 
enables us to identify units in C, which have the ‘same’ syntactic structure and 
differ only by a certain renaming of their identifiers. 
A definition of similarizy requires the concepts of a reference chain and a minimal 
unit. By a reference clmi~~ of length n in a unit E (S we mean a sequence of distinct 
procedure identifiers 
such that pI occurs freely in S and p: “pi.+! denotes that p;+., occurs freely in the 
procedure declaration of pi in E, i = 2,. . . , n - 1. By the minimal unit min(E 1 S) 
of EIS we mean that unit E,,lS where E,, is obtained from 2 by deleting every 
procedure proc ,I( . . . ) ; . . . ; from E where pcunnot be referenced by some reference 
chain 
PI + - - ’ -_, u n =p inElS. 
Intuitively speahing. E,, contains only those procedures which are needed to under- 
stand S. 
Now we call two correctness formulas (P} E ) S (0) and (P’) E’I S’ { (2’) simdar if 
there exists an injective substitution (;r of the form a=[?, q, d/Xp, @] which is 
defined on the set 
free(P. Q)uidf(min(EIS)), 
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such that 
Pu=P’, (min(E]S))o =min(E’]S’) and Qa=Q’ 
holds. Two units E 1 S and E’( S’ are called similar if (true} E 1 S {true} and 
(true) E’IS’{true} are sitnilar. As shorthands we write 
{P}E/S{Q),= (P’)E’IS’(C?‘) resp. EfS,= E’IS’. 
(We remark that n= extends the substitutional equivalence introduced in [23] to 
the case of relation variables Ip.) 
Example 6.1. ‘Ihe following units E/S and E’IS’ are similar w.r.t. CT= 
[rc. C. H:,q, 4/x, y.z,p,cp]: 
J 
EjS= 
procp(x:);~ginx:=some ywithq(x+l,y)end; 
(T :5 proc r ; begin u := L’ end; 
p(z: ), 
i ,E’iS’=procqtu:);beginu:=someuwithIL(u+l,u)end;iq(r~:). 
Note that the procedure proc r; begin u := L’ end; does not occur in min( E I S). 
Appiicahility of the concept of similarity is guaranteed by the followkg lemma. 
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These corollaries are needed later in Sections 9 and 10 when proving soundness 
and completeness of proof system Y. 
7. The Hoare-like system 9 
We wsnt to develop a Hoare-like system for proving partial correctness of 
programs in LPab n I,,,. To keep things simple we first restrict ourselves to programs 
without static sharing of uariubfes. (How to lift this restriction will be explained later 
in Section 12.) 
We say that a program 5~ in LPas n L,, has s&tic sharing of variables [ 1 X] if there 
is a procedure call ~(3: tj) in 7r such that 3 is not a list of distinct variables. Note 
that whenever 7r has no static sharing of variables then also every unit E ( S in C, 
has no static sharing of variables. Let LPah n L,, n Lsh consist of all programs in LPa, 
without global variables and without static sharing of variables. 
The aim of this section is now to define a Hoare-like system Y for LPah rl L,, r: L+ 
9 will be presented as a deduction system in the sense of Prawitz [27] where formal 
proofs are trees, so-called deduction trees. This will facilitate the comparison with 
the already known formal computation trees. Let the letter C stand for correctness 
formulas {P} T {Q} or {P} E 1 S { 0) and &, %? f or sets of correctness formulas. A 
ciedrcrtiotl tree or simply deduction A in 9 Iv a finite tree with correctness formulas 
C occurring at the nodes. Associated with d is a set ,&’ of correctness formulas 
occurring dt certain leaves of A, called assumptions. We write 3 J-.~ C if there exists 
a deduction tree il in 94’ with root !alhrl C such that J& E 3’ holds for the assumption 
set .d of 1. rhen 3 is also called a deduction of C from 9. If 3 = 8 holds. Lp is 
called a jUvnrul proof in Ip and C is said to be formally prouuble in Y Notation 
simplifies then I,) +,p C. 
We explain now how to construct deductions in tip. First there are the trivial 
deduction trees of the form 
.J = c, 
with { lrj as associated set of assumptions. Hence %I t-,+ C holds whenever C E .%. 
All other deductions UI Y are determined inductively with help of the proof rules 
of ./P. Proof rules of Y are so-called deduction rules written in the notation of Prawitz 
[27]: 
C‘ 1.. . , c,, 
c whele . . . (*) 
I3e correctness formulas C,, . . . , C,, are the premises and C is the conclusion of 
(*). Additionally there are sets a,, . . . , .%13, of assumptions for Cl. . . . , C,:, which 
can be eliminated while applying (+ 1. 
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Such an application of (*) is done as follows: Let 
31= c, ,.“, A,= C,, 
be deduction trees of C;,..., C:, from assumptions ~4, , . . . , d,,, respectively. Then 
the following deduction tree 
.P?,,,\%,, can be constructed: 
A of C from the assumption set S$ = sB1 \Bs, u q b - w 
A= C 
Hence an application of (*) eliminates ail assumptions BAi inside S& 
if all assumption sets Bi of (It) are empty, the resulting deduction tree A simply 
inherifs all assumptioljs #d, of Aj. We then talk of an inference rule and the notation 
reduces to 
C’* , . . . ,, c,, 
~- where. . . . 
C’ 
A special case of arr inference rule is an axiom where n = 0 holds. rixioms are 
written as 
c‘ where. . _ . 
Our proof system .P includes only one true deduction rule, viz. the Recursion Rule; 
all other rules are simple inference rules. 
For the definition of soundness of a deduction rule (Ir) in Section 9 the following 
observation is important. An application of (+) does not inspect the inner structure 
of the deduction trees A,, but merely uses the root labeis C’; and the assumptions 
J, occurring at the leaves. Thus a deduction rule (*tf can be considered as an 
i n -t I I-place relation p between so-called &duck~~ pairs d : C : 
We arc now prepared to list the proof rules of the following proof system, 
Ke.stri&m: AII programs and units occurring within the proof rules of 3 are in 
1 *f’.,., “I I.,, i-5 L.,,. 
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(1) Non-deterministic assignments: 
{P) E 1 X := same 9 with Q {3iiiP[ii/f] A Q[il, I/Z, J$), 
where 6 is a list of distinct variables with Iti/ = 121 and ($)nfree(P, 0) = 0, 
( 2 ) Composition : 
(3) Conditionals: 
~P~b}.~lS*~Q~,~P~~b}~lS*{Q~ 
{P} E I if b then S1 else S2 fi {Q} ’ 
(4) Blocks: 
mYl4 4 32 = 4 E u Et IS ~Qhw~ 
{P} E ) begin var x ; E, I S end {Cl} ’ 
where y& free(P, Q) u freefmin(E w E, I S)). 
( 5) Recursion : 
where E 1 p( f : 4) + 1 E 1 II,,. 
(6) Separation : 
where the following holds: 
fi) free(G) r(& b). 
(ii) El = E u (proc h( zi :) ; begin ti := some 6 with ip( U,8) end ;>. with rp being a 
new relation variable not already present in E. 
{iii) P = Pta and Q = Q1 TV where cr = [C/q{ 6, a)]. 
(7) Similarity : 
U=WIW2~ 
{P’} E’p’{Q’} 
where (P) E 1 S {O} and {P’) E’i S’ (Q’) are similar in the senx of Section 6. 
(Xi Variable substitution: 
wwlw?~ 
fW E I S VW 
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where u=[[x ,,.. ., 1c,J* .,,. . . , y,,] is a substitution satisfying for ail k = 1, . . . , n: 
(i) y, E free(min( E 1 S):, and 
(ii) xk6Zfree(min(EjS)) if y, Efree(Q). 
(9) Invariance: 
where free(R) A free(min(E ( S)) = $3. 
( 10) Programs: 
{P) HI TLI U2 
VY 40) ’ 
swhcrc 7rr,! is the distinguished version of V. 
To apply .Y in a meaningful way, we have to extend !Y by an oracle Ccl gLF for 
g-formulas, for example (il = gThl.9). This is done by the following rule. 
i I 1 ) corr.sequPnce: 
‘lhc extended de.luction system will be denoted by 9, fj’ and deducibility by F,+.~ . 
for zr;ample. .n i-,p.F C. We remark that-apart from the oracle (1 I)-all proof 
rule\ of .Y represent ~e~%kzhle r lations p between deduction pairs .d : CT Thus the 
\et of crlrrectncs> formulas {P} 7~ (Q} which are formally provable in 
.P.((* , , r { Pi 77 { 0) J is rer~rrrsit’ely et~t4niemble rehtiue to V. 
WC cc~lcl~rcfc this \cction with some comments on system 9. Crucial for the power 
01 .P i\ the combination of the Recursion Rule (5) and the Similarity Rule (7) with 
the Scparatmn Rule (6). Proving a program 7~ correct is an inductive process which 
f~A10ws the structure of the formal computation tree Cr. To obtain a finite correctness 
prooi from C‘, we have to identify certain ‘repetitions’ in C,, namely, similar 
prclcedurc call units on formal computation paths. This can he done with help of 
rhc Rccursicln Rule and the Similarity Rule. 
Hut due to [23. Theorem 31 these rules alone can deal only with ,X-bounded 
pr~lLLr;lIl1’~ 
I. . 
T; \v hich gcncrate regular formal computation trees----not sufiicicnt for 
,$,> ‘. L,, I’ l.,,, due to Section 3. So system 9 gets its power from the Separation 
Rule which H’C explain in the subsequent section. 
\%‘c rcmarh that the Recursion Rule is sc)metimes bvrittt’n as 
The semantical assumption of static scope is incorporated in the system by the 
rules (5) and (10). This is in agreement with our a~proa~R to semantics explained 
in Section 5 where all identifier renamings necessary to modef static scope are done 
firstly by switching from P to of ~~ {here rule (10)) and secondly whenever the 
copy rule is applied (here rule (5)). As a consequence, the simple rule (4) for blocks 
is sufficient where renamings are done only within the g-formulas P and Q. 
Rules (8) and (9) serve as auxiliary rules. The need for such auxiliary rules in 
the presence of recursive procedures is demonstrated in [I, Section 3.31. 
The Separation Rule (6) formahzes the following basic principle: In order to 
determine what a procedure call E 1 p( . . . q . . . ) does where a procedure p is applied 
to an actual procedure parameter 4, first determine ~~~~~~~~y what the actual 
parameter 4 does and what the calling procedure p ‘itself’ does and then compose 
both results. We owe this principle to [ l&20] where it has been applied successfully 
to show the dec~dab~lity of the divergence resp. termination problem under finite 
iI~terpretati~~ns for the languages L,, n L,, and L,, R L,,. 
Let us now explain how this principle is realized in the Separation Rule and why 
it is so powerful. First remember that we are considering Pascal-like modes. Thus 
tht: paraneter 4 is semantically speaking a program relation and the procedure p 
a mapping from program relattotls ;;he ones determined by its actual procedure 
parameters) to program relations. determining ‘what 4 does’ is therefore simple: 
We just prove 2’1 appropriate correctness formula about 4 applied to a characteristic 
list 6 of variable parameters, Rut deteruliniug ‘what p itself does’ now means 
capturing its semantical mapping. 
In our Separation Rule this is done by determining what the procedure call 
p( ,..!I... ) does where in place of the original 4 the audliary parameter h appears. 
Since the semantics of It is specified by a non-deterministic assignment referring to 
a new relation variable p, this technique gives h indeed the status of a yet unknown 
parameter of procedure p. Composing the separately proved results about q and p 
is done by a s~lb~~jt~~tion of g-formulas as explained in Section 4, namely of the 
q-result for the relation variable sp within the p-result. 
To obtain a clearer picture of this new Separation Rule, we introduce so-called 
modified formal computation trees. To this end, we modify the relation 4 of 
Section 3 into a new relatiori r=I,t. 
C’lauscs (a)-(d) of the definition of =;‘.., coincide with those OF -+‘, e.g.. 
EIS,;S,r=rl~EIS, and EjS,;S-,=r; E/S1 hold. But clause (e) is divided into two 
subclauses: 
(el) EIp(x:q,, . . . d&J =-*E/B,,, 
where Efpfx:q$,..., qn) 1’ E 1 B,, holds and where ql, . . . , q,, are al1 atomic. A 
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procedure 4 in E is called atomic if its declaration is of the form 
proc q( ti : ) ; begin U := some 0 with P end. 
(a %-4-f:4*4,42) =r>ww) 
and 
where q is the first procedure in the list ql, q, & which is not atomic and where E, 
and h are chosen as in the Separation Rule (6). 
Thus the copy rule is applied only if all actual procedure parameters are atomic: 
(cl). Again, systematic application of the relation a to a program and the generated 
units yields a tree, called a rr.odifiedformal computation tree mC, (which is just as 
(I-‘:, not uniquely determined due to clause (el)). In this tree a node E (p(i: q,, q, &) 
satisfying the conditions of (e2) has two successors: 
Intuitively speaking, mC, is obtaineifrom C, by a restructuring process explained 
in Fig. I. 
mC’, 
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The impact of this restructuring process can best be explained by the following 
example. 
Example 8.1. We outline ‘the’ modified formal computation tree mC,, of program 
rrO studied in Examples 2.1 and 3.1, as shown in Fig. 2. The striking thing is that 
the modified tree me,,, has now a regular tree structure [9], i.e., up to similarity 
there are only finitely many types of subtrees in mC,,, namely, those which have 
a root in the finite initial segment U,,, of mC,. Hence U,, determines the structure 
of mC,, completely. 
mG,, = 
/ / 
/ 
/ To . 
I 
. . . . 
pt...‘) ‘, \ \ 
/ 
\ 
p(. . . 4’) 
hf.. .) 
/ 
I 
I 
fl 
q’(. - .) 
/ 
h’(. .) 
Fig. 2. 
In Section 10 we show that for programs TE L;,,,n Lgvn Lx,, such a finite initial 
segment U, oi mC, always exists and how this U, can be usec 1s a skeleton for 
a formal correctness proof of 7~ in the proof system .P?. A part;{ ular example of 
such a correctness proof which is based on U,, of Example 8.1 is studied in Section 
11. 
W’(. . .) 
\ 
\ 
I ’ L’,:, 
I 
/ 
Thus the restructuring process C, H mC, corresponds to a systematic transforma- 
tion of initially non-regular tree structures into regular ones at the cost of introducing 
higher-order tree combinators. Such transformations are known in the theory of 
types h-schemes [ 191. In fact, the Separation Rule reflects the concept of ap~~fication 
in A-calculus (see [ 1 11). 
9. Soundness 
In this section we show that the system Y is sound, i.e., that every fcrmalfy 
provable correctness formula {P} rr {Q} . . IS valid. As usual a correctness formula 
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{P} 72 {Q} wiihout free relation variables is called valid in an interpretation 9 
(denoted by I= $) if TT is partially correct w.r.t. precondition P and postcondition Q: 
In the presence of free relation variables, in P, Q or TT we refine this definition to 
holds for every valuation ‘E’. 
But to prove the soundness of 9, we have to extend the notion of validity even 
further to deduction pairs d : C. As a preparation we write, for j 3 0, 
I=,.,(P) 7:{Q} if X;“‘(T)(P.~“)E 0”’ 
hold\ lor every valuation ‘W and 
: ,,, .d if I= ?.,C holds for every C E .B? 
Now WE call a deduction pair .sP : C valid in 9 (abbreviated by .$ k,q C) if, for every 
j -? 0. 
(2) : ,,,, .-// implies k,.‘I.,C, 
I.c.. WC refer here to all the approximating semantics Z;” introduced in Section 5. 
I hc advantage of such a definition has been explained in [23]. Note that for deduction 
pair\ (1: {I’} TT (Cl} with empty assumption sets L$ the definitions ( 1) and (2) coincide. 
A deducrinn m/e p (in the notation of Section 7) of the system 3’ is called sound. 
of p preserves the validity in .Y for every interpretation 9. i.e., if for every 3 and 
cvcry inrtarlce (T.4, : C’, , . . . , .d,, : C,,, .d : C’) CI p, whenever :d, : C,, . . . , .d,, : C,, are all 
\,;llirf in .1. then ;1ls0 .:4: C’ is valid in .Y. 
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imply 
(3) ~=.a.i{P)Elp(...q...){Q}. 
By the definition of k,F.j we deduce from (2) that 
t=.a.;(Pr~)El~lpC..*h...)a(C)ia) 
holds, i.e., 
The declaration of h in El is 
proc hia:);kgin a:= some 6 with G[& a/k ti] end;. 
S;,~ce EcE,a holds, it follows Zj“(Elp(. . . 4.. .))=2‘;“‘(E,u(p(. . .q.. .)) by 
Corollary 6.3. Thus to prove (3) it suffices to show that 
E;Y1~(EtcrfJ?(. . .q. . . ))C-r;“(E,G/p( *. * h. <. )) (*I 
holds for every valuat~~?~ 91
Now observe that there exists a monotonic semantical functional I‘ assigning a 
program relation 58 - I’(9?‘A,. . , .B,,) to every list Y?,, . . . ,2d,, of program relations 
such that 
Z;'-(E,crjp( . . .q.. . 1) = f‘(X;IIv+rjq(ti., :I), . . . ,x~“E,cr[q((7,,:))) 
and 
holds for some j,. . . . , 1, 1 4 j and actual parameter lists tir 1 . . . * h,,. I’ is obtained by 
a systematic application of the semantical equations (l)-(h) c,f Section 5 to 
L,“‘( Ercr Ipt . _ . (I. . . )) resp. 2-f I‘( Errr//,( . , . h . . . )) and bv observing that, due 
to Corollary 6.3, 
~;ff-fEiq(~,:))=Z,fl.fEirrIq(ii,:)) 
rsp. 
L;f’ (El h(a,: jj = q’(E*trp(iz;:)j 
whenever E,uc_ I? holds. Intuitively, the h(B, : ) are all procedure calls of 15 invoked 
by E,tr!pl f * . h _ . . ) up to a copy depth Sj. and the q(& : 1 are those calls of y 
itrvokcd by Ercrl j?( . . . q. . . ) whic!l corresnond to h( ai : f. 
Since the restrictions ‘no g2obaf variables‘ and ‘no static sharing of variables’ are 
imposed on the units considered in ( l)-( 3), all lists ii,, . , . , d,, and 0 consist o:? 
distinct v:rriables and every call of procedure q can inspect and manipulate only the 
variables in its actual parameter list. Thus we deduce from \ 1) (with help of Corollary 
h.3) that 
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We remark that-apart from I o:e (6)-all other proof rules of 9 are sound even 
in the presence of global variables and of static sharing of variables. 
10. g-Completene~ss 
In this section we show that the proof system 9 is complete for Lpn, n L,, n Lsl, 
‘in the sense of Cook [g]‘, i.e., complete relative to the theory of the underlying 
interpretation 9 and to the assumption of expressiveness. Rut since we allow 
g-formulas as pre- and postconditions and in programs, we refer to the generalized 
theory gTh(9) and to the following generalized notion of expressiveness, called 
here g-expressiveness. 
gLF js g-exprossice for 9 if for every program 7r E LPns and g-formula P there 
cxi.,ts a g-formula 0, the strongest g-postcondition, such that 
holds for every valuation ‘V. Without loss of generality we may assume free(Q) E 
fred PI u free( 7r). 
E,csentially g-expressiveness requires that there exists a g-formula which expresses 
the strongest postcondition uniformly for all valuations 7r (Equivalently, we could 
use weakest preconditiors or the graphs of the programs in this definition [26].) 
First we relate this notron of g-expressivcncss with the original notion of express- 
ivcncss due to [,U]. According to Lipton [22] the first-order formulas LF are 
cxprcssive in particular for finite interprdtatinns and arith.netical ones (see also 
67. 191). We remark that at least in these two important cases 4so g-expressiveness 
holds. 
Lemma 10.1. 1; Y: is finite and the constants Co couer Y, then gLF is g-expressice 
for .I/. 
b 
Proof. We use an extension of Clarke’s argument showing that the first-order 
formulas LF are expressrve for 9 under the assumptions of Lemma 10.1 [6]. 
(‘onsider a g-formula d and a program 7r E I+;,,. For simplicity let us assume that 
fI~:r: is on!y one relation variable q of arity n and one free simple variable x in P 
and 7. Since Co covcrfr the finite domain 9 of 9. we can find three finite subsets 
( ‘. . l . C’ cl C‘o for cvcry given relation p c YY” such that the g-formula - - 
K,,= r\ (cIC)A /j -!lp(r) 
CI ( 81 f’ 
te$ts whether a valuation ‘I.^ assigns p to the relation variable q. i.e., 
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expresses the postcondition Z’V( n)(P’“) provided V(g) = p holds. Thus, 
+=J1,5~-,i,aRp A QP iff cy”(cp) = p and Q E Z9”( n)(PJV) (*) 
holds. 
This construction works for every given relation p E 9”. Taking the finite disjunc- 
tion over R, n Qp for all p E: 5%” we arrive at 
Q = J@ (RP * Q&J, 
which expresses the :;trongest g-postcondition of P and z’ due to (+). It is obvious 
how to extend this construction to relation variables ql, . . . , (Pk and free simple 
variables xl, . . . , xt in P and n: Cl 
The next lemma refers to Harel’s definition of an arithmetical interpretation 9 
[ 131. This definition assumes a signature Sig including constants 0, ! , binary function 
symbols + and *, a unary relation symbol nat and a ternary relation symbol seq. 
Then 9 is called u~~f~~~~~~~~ if the domain 9 of 9 includes the set of natural 
numbers, 0 and 1 are interpreted as ‘zero’ and ‘one’, + and :* as ‘addition’ resp. 
‘multiplication’, nat as ‘is natural number’, and seq as a special relation used to 
encode finite sequences of domain elements into single dc?main elements (cf. fI3, 
p. 2U]), 
Lemma 10.2. If ,B is arithmetic~al in the SC~,J~ o_f Hare/ [ 131, then gLF is g-expressive 
for 2. 
Proof (sketch). Let Lwh,Le~ LPas be the subset of while-programs, i.e., of programs 
in I+,\ where all procedures have the form 
proc p ; begin if b then S ; p else x := x fi end; 
such that procedure calls p can be identified with loops 
while b do S od. 
Thus, whi!z-programs n in LPa, can be identified with statements S of the follov!ing 
syntax: 
S::=.~:-somejiwitRPIS,;S,jifhtblenS,elseS;!fi1 
begin var x ; S end 1 while b do S od. 
Now consider a g-formula P and a program ‘in E LPas- 
If 57 is a while-program. we use structural induction on n to define a g-formula 
Q expressing the strongest g-postconditi,n of P and 7~: For example, for 7r = ,Y:= 
some .j with R we take 
Q = 3ii(Pfii/3j n R[G, 2/X .i;]j 
as in proof rule (1) of system 9. Equaily straightforward are the cases 
S1 ; St if b then S1 else S, fi, and begin YBC x ; S end. 
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For v = while b do S od we resort to Harel’s technique of defining Q which exploits 
the facilities of the arithmetical interpretation 3,. in particular the encoding relation 
seq [ 137. Note that possible relation variables io in P and g do not cause any 
diflicultie!; rn these definitions of Q. 
If 7r is not in &hiler we use the facilities of 9 to transform 7r into a semantical 
equivalent while-program v() with 
for every valuation Y. The idea is that we simulate the control structure of rr as 
determined by the procedures in 7~ with help of the data structure of natural numbers 
in r,,, Just as it is known from the translation of Turing machines into p-recursive 
functions in classical recursion theory, the details of this simulation are tedious and 
will not be described here. We remark only that we just use the constants 0 and 1 
and the function symbols f and * to manipulate new variables for natural variables 
tnat anti scq are not needed here). D 
WC can now cfefine the following: The Hoare-like system 9 is g-cotrrplele for a 
54ib-language L C L ,e.,r if for every interpretation 9 for which gLF is g-expressive, 
au-y program T c L and every g-formula P and 0 
ft i\ reassuring to observe that also in this generalized sense there does not exist 
zny $ound and g-complete Hoare-like system for the full language I!.~,;,,: Due to 
C’I:trkc [h] the divcrgencc: problem is undecidable for Lpz,, and finite interpretations 
Mith f’/i _p 2 whcreah the existence of a sound and g-complete Hoare-like system 
uould imp& the contrary due to Lemma IO. 1 and Remark 4.1. 
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As a preparation for this step we prove in Step 2 sume preliminary results 
concerning g-expressiveness and so-called most general formulas. 
Step 1. Let mC, be a modified formal computation tree of a program n- in 
Lp,, n L, n l& Then we define U, as the ~~~~~e~~ initial segment of mC, such 
that every leaf E’I S’ id U, is either a leaf in mC, too or it is a procedure call 
E’[S’= E’lp’(. . . :qi,, , . ,qL) where 411,. . . , q:, are all atomic and it has a similar 
~~~~ece~~o~nod~ EjS=Efpf...:q,,.. . ,q”) in U,, in the sense of Section 6 (see 
the diagram below): 
mC, = 
A\ 
E/S 
; 
‘\ 
similar 
42,: E’IS’ j 
-_ 
Protlf. Let k be tht: number of procedures in TT,,. We show 
For every unit E ( S v\;ith rr a\8 I 7rci &-. E 1 S, ihe lengths of the 
reference ch;lins in E ) S is bounded by k + 1, (*J 
ASSH~~E that (k) is wrong. Then there is a reference chain pi + - . . + p,* of length 
II = k +2 in a unit EIS with 7r ~-tit vC1 A:- E 1 S. By definition every procedure 
identifier pt+ 1 occurs freely in the declaration A of pi in E: 
.l’=proep~(. . . f:kgin.. q’. . ‘end;. 
The procedure identifier q’ occurring in A’ at the same fjo>ition as pi+i+l in il may 
bc cithtx fwttml or ~r(~~~-~~~~~~~, i.e., q’ may be defined in rcI either as a formal 
parameter OT not. WC simpl) SKY that /Ii+, is on ;I formal or non-formal position in 
the respective cases;. 
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By the definition of a, the procedure proc P~+~( . . . ) ;. . . ; is atomic. Hence there 
cannot be a procedure identifier pi+] with pi+1 +pitZ. In particular, n cannot be 
k + 2. Contradiction. 
From (*) we conclude: There exists a universal bound 1 such that for every unit 
E 1 S with ?z =~>9)/ ndAE 1 S the length of the m:Inimal unit min( E ) S) is bounded 
by 1. Consequently, for every infinite path 
there exist indices i <j such that Ej 1 Si is of the form Ei 1 Sj = Ej 1 p( . . . : ql, . . . , q,,), 
where q],,. . . , q,l are all atomic and Ei! Si is similar to Ei 1 Si. Thus U, is finite, by 
Kiinig’s lemma. Cl 
C‘ombining Lemma JO.4 with Lemma 6.2 yir!da the following. 
Cixollary 10.5. Every modifiedformaI compurafion tree mC, of a program 7~ E LPas n 
L,, rl I_,, has a regular tree structure. 
‘t’hus the transformation C rr~mCrr converts a (possibly) non-regular tree into a 
regularly structured one. And U, is the smallest initial segment which represents 
all information about the reg,ular structure of mC,. This is the intuitive reason why 
we can base the correctness proofs about n on u,. 
Step 2. We study the notion of most general formulas introduced by Gorelick [12]. 
Let gLF be g-expressive for 9. Then a most generd formula in 9 is a correctness 
formula (G} E 1 S {G} such that 
holds for every valuation 9: Here j and jj are disjoint lists of distinct variables with 
ix\= I.i;l and frce(min(E 1 S)) 5 ix}. By (3 = .i;) we denote the formula _x, = y, A - - - A 
-r,,=y, provided X=X ,,..., x, and Y=>I ,,..., y,,. 
Intuitively G expresses the graph of E/S, i.e., it describes the final values of the 
active vanahles X of E) S in terms of the initial values represented by .i; 1261. The 
term ‘most Sencral formula’ is justified by the follawing Icmma. 
Proof- J US?‘S the proof rules (81, (9) and ( 1 I ) of ;P, gTh( .ir ). The preciseconstruction 
of A i\ (c~xntiall~~i explaintxi in [ 12). Cl 
Lemma 10.7. Let (G) E[S{&) be Q most general formula in J and let E’IS’ be 
similar to E 1 S. Then there exists a ~e~u~ti~n A in .P, gTh(2) of a most general 
formula (G’} E’ f S’ {d’) in 9” from {G) E 1 S (6). 
Proof. We explain huw to define G’ and e’. Let E&f S = min<E 1 S) and E& 1 S’ = 
min(E’IS’). Since EIS and E’jS’ are similar, there is an injective substitution CT 
which is defined on J = idf(&) S) such that (I$[ S)(T = E& 1 S’ holds. We extend u 
to an injective substitution Q’ with o’ f I = CT 1 I which is defined on I u free( G, 6). 
By CoroBary 6.4 we conclude that X9%-(E’ 1 S’)(Gu’*““) = ~I%J@~ holds for every 
valuation X Therefore we choose G” = Ga’ and @ = da’. Then (C’) E’f S’ (6’) 
is indeed a most general formula in 4, and A simply consists of an application of 
the Similarity Rule 47) to (G) E 1 S {6;>. Cl 
Lemma 10.8. If, in the notation of the Separation Rule (6) of P, 
(1) (d=6]E]q(a:)(G), and 
(2) U’J 6 IP( . a. h.. .I K?,} 
are most general formulas in 9, also 
(3) wv3PL..q...w?~ 
is i2 most general f~rrnul~ in 9. 
Proof. Since (2) is a most general formula in 4. the quantification over all valuations 
the definition of 
;np,,)E,+?(...h.. 
most general formulas implies that also 
. )o(C~~C) with o=ji;/q(& ii)], i.e., 
-PI &4P( * * * 4. * 1 K-6 f*) 
is a most general formula in 4. And since (I) is a most general formula in 4, we 
conclude that for every valuation V, 
~‘““{E,aih(ii:))=~.~“~(EIolq(a”:)) 
holds. Using Corollary 6.3 for E c_ E,v, this implies 
Z(E1’(Elcrlp(...h.. .))=~‘“~‘(1Z:tpj.*.q.*.)). 
Together with (*I this equation shows that (P) E fp( . , . q . . . ) (C?] is indeed a most 
general formula in ,QI. 0 
Step 3. We are now nrepared to prove Theorem 10.3, Take an interpretation 9 
for which gLF is g-expressive, a progi-am TE Li+n Lgvn lash, and a correctness 
formula {P,,} x {Q,} which is valid in 4. Let the initial segment U, of mC, be 
defined as in Step 1. We wish to use this finite U, as a skeleton for constructing a 
formal proof A of (PJ 7r { QJ in P, gTh(41). 
This construction proceeds hy induction on the subtrecs T of U,. More precisely, 
we assign an assumption set ~6~ of correctness formulas to every subtree T such 
that in the special case T = UT this set A&- is empty. Then we prove the following. 
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Lemma 10.9. Let 9, P aad U,, be as above. Then for every slibtree Tof UV with root 
3 resp. E,,j S,, and every correctness formula {PJ T (Q,} resp. {PO} &I SO (QfJ which 
is valid in 9, there is a deduction A in !P, gl%(La) of (PO) rr (C&} resp. (PO) Et, j St, (C&J 
from .d.I : 
in particular, if T is $I, itself, J is a formal proof (i.e., without further assumptions) 
of (f,,) r {Q,,) in Y, gTh($). Hence Thearem 10.3 is a special case of Lemma IO,!?. 
Let us now define %dr. By definition of U,r, for every leaf E’( S’ = E’ jp’( . . . ) in 
I in there exists a similar predecessor node E 1 S = E 1 pf . . . 1. We mark these pre- 
c1ccec1so~~ nodes with angle brackets: (E 1 p! . . . 1). Now we associate a most general 
formt:la {li) ff f p( . . . I{<>> in 9 with every marked node (El&. . .I). Finally, if T 
i\ a \ubtrce of fi,, iet .:+I, be the set of those (G) E]p( . . . ) (6, such that the 
ccurcsponding marked node (E 1 p(. . . . )) occurs outside of T on the path from B 
tft the root of 7: In p~irticLl~ar. this dc~nit~(}u yields .4itt!_ =#. 
procedure call p’( . + . : q\, . . . ,qk) where the 41 are all atomic, and a most general 
formula {GI El&. . . : ql,. . . , q,,){& with E(p( .,. . :ql,. . . , qn) similar to 
E’lp’( . . * : q;, . . s , & ) exists in ,“P, Then we apply Lemmas 10.7 and 10.6. 
~~~~~~~j~~ step. Let us now study the induction step ‘d-~ d+ I’, i.e., a subtree T 
of U,, with root 7~ resp. E,,j S, of depth d + 1. The cases where the root is rr or 
where the root is .E”( So and S0 is a compound statement, a conditionel or a block 
are easily established using the induction hypothesis and the corresponding rules 
f 10). (21, (3) or (4) respectively. Thus wi: are left with the case that the root of T 
is Et, f S,, where S, is a procedure call pO( _ . . ). 
Case 1. E,,Ipo( . . . ) = E 1 p(E : cf,, q, i$) where q is the first procedure in the list 
ql, 4, & which is not atomic. 
By the definition of =, clause (e2), E Ip(ic’: Q1, q, t&) has two immediate subtrees 
Tq and r, with roots E fq(& : ) resp. El /p(lu”: ql, h, i&J. 
Let (h = F;) E iq(cS :) {G}and{Pl) El Ip(_f :a,, h. @I {a,) bemost genera! formulas 
fc)r 4. By induction hypothesis there exist deductions A,j and Al, in 9, gTh(9) of 
{ti=i;} E/q(li:){G)f rom .tiTy resp. of {P,) E, Ip(X:&. h, &) {Q,) from .P&. By the 
de~nition of U,, the root E /p(.% : tjl, q, &) of T cannot be a marked node. Hence 
‘di_ = 91q = .d,,. Thus an application of the Se~u~~~~~~ Rule (6) to A, and A!, yields 
adeduction A’in P,gTh(S) of(P) Elp(f:~,,q,~?)(O}from .tiP By Lemma 10.8, 
{PI EM-q,, 4.42) (01 is a most general formula. Thus an application of Lemma 
10.6 yields the desired deduction il in 9, gTh(9) of (PO) E 1 p( .T : tJ1, q, i&) { Qt,) from 
.d,; 
(Yu’usc 2. Et,ipi,(. . . )=Elp(x:q ,,.. . ,qn) where qI,. . . ,q,, are all atomic. 
By induction hypothesis the lemma holds :th~ady for the immediate subtree T’ 
of 7’ with root E 1 B,, where E } p( 2 : qr, . . . , q,,) =a E ) B,,. 
First we treat the case where E 1 p(i: qr , . . . , q,z) is a marked node. Observe that 
then a most gener-.: formula {G) Ejp(i:qr.. . . ,qx) (G) exists in .d-I.r, and tha: 
{G} E 1 R,, IfI?> is valid in 9. By induction hypothesis there is a deducticln A’ in 
9, gTh(J) of (G} E 1 B,, { 6) from .w’-,-. 4n applicationrof the Recursion Rule (5) 
yields a deduction A” in 9,gTh(9) of ~C;}~Iptx:q1,...,~n)16} from .d, = 
~~~,‘\~G)Elp(f:gi,....q,,f~c>. Finall y wt apply Lemma 10.6 to get the desired 
deduction A in 9,gThi.P) of (B,,) E]p(.F:q,, . . . , qn) IQtt) from -tiF 
The remaining case where E Jp( f : ql, . . . ,q,,> is not marked is simpler: Since 
V’,,} EIWQJ ‘: a I’d IS VCI in 9, there is a deduction A’ in P, gTh(9) of {Pi,) E 1 B,, {Q,} 
from .cSr,-‘ by induction hypothesis. Thus rule (5) yields immediately the desired 
dc~~ucrioi~ J in 5’. gTht$) of (P,)) E jp(X:q,, . _ . , qnn) (Q,,) from .d~, = -$I-. 0 
The proof of Lemma 10.9 completes the proof of Theorem 10.3. [II 
11. An example of a formal proof 
We consider the program xc) of Example 2.1 which has been analyzed further in 
Examples 3. I and 8.1. This program is interesting because non of the previously 
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proposed Hoare-style proof methods [Zl, 231 for programs with procedures is 
sophisticated enough to deal with it. The reason is explained in [23]: previous proof 
methods are only successful for ~-~~?~~~e~ programs v which in particular have 
regular formal computation trees C, In contrast, program no has a non-regular 
tree C,, as illustrated in Example 3.1. 
But since rr, has no global variables and no static sharing of variables, our proof 
system 9 is now applicable due to Theorems 9.1 and 10.3. We demonstrate this 
by formally proving 
k=‘.*. (out = in} 7r0 (out = 2 * in -I- 1) 
in iP together with gTh(N) as oracle. Here ..N refers to the standard interpretation 
of natural numbers {O, 1,2,. . . ). 
To give a picture of the overall structure of the formal proof, we present in Fig. 3 
the details of the initial segment UT*: of the modified tree mC,, outlined in Example 
8.1. 
The environments used in Fig. 3 are defined as folIows: 
E=={procp( ..J;*.*;procr(...);...;}, 
El = .Eu(proc hfu,, ZQ:); 
begin u l, u2 := some ul, uz with q(u,, u2, cl. u2) end ;}, 
El= E,u(procq’(~~, yi :);begin ;j{ := v{ +l;h(~;.y~:fend;). 
E3= E,u(proc h’(u;, rc> :); 
Tft~ marked nt?des El 1 ~~~~un~, out : h) and E’, 1 p(count, out : h’) in U,, are similar. 
The formal proof of {out = in} v. {out = 2 * in + l} is divided into four parts as 
indicated in Fig. 3. We concentrate here on parts @ and @ where the essential 
prortf rules of system P, namely Separation, Similarity and Recursion, arc applied. 
The centml point of the formal proof is to find a most general formula % for the 
unit E:, tp(count, out: hl. We choose 
intuittveiy, this correctness formula says: Given any procedure h the behaviour of 
* hich is dcscribcd by a formula 8. then the procedure cali p(count, out : It) behaves 
a< described by the above correctness fl..,rmula with the relation variable q replaced 
by 0. Irt the f‘~!!nwing let t- and k abbreviate F_.~,.~.,.~(.+ ) resp. f-,,. 
E ]p(couni, out : r) 
al ‘\ 
\ 
I 
I ffs4++ 
1 
I Elr(u,,a,:) 
I 
I 
t ZI 
/ 
Ip(caunt,out:h) <I _. 
/ 
/ 
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4 
. 
. 
. 
E,lbegin...end \ \ 
\ 
d; 
\ 
I 
6 
\ 
\ t \ \ 
\ EliI,:= a1 / E,jcount:=count+t;if...fi 
@I \ 
-. \ ,__--_-_..._’ M 
, / 
\ 
/ El jcaunt :=- count + 1 
I 
\ 
\ / 
f \ 
i 
I 
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I 
I 
I 
\3 
I / 
t 
E,lplcount. raIt:q’) -- E,/hfcount,wr:) --- .‘- - -... 
\ I 
\ 
\ 
\ f/ Al I /I 4 t 
\E’2/cj’i~i,.u,:)T -- - -- E.,Iptcount,out:h’) -H , E,fbegin...end ‘3 : 1 I 
J 
. 
I . / I . 
I / \ cc- 4 I \ , 
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I 
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. t 
I \ \ 
I 
, \ ~__-----------~-__-_-_c 
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\ 
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Fig. 3. The initial regmcnt ti_. 
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PI ~{fa,=b,hc*=b~~Efr(a,,a~:~(a~=~,~ 
by rules (l), (4), (5) and (11). 
t33 t- (count = x A out = in) 
E ]p(count, out : r) 
(Vz(xi-z=in+.out=x+f+2* 2)) 
by the Seyarmrion Rule (6) applied to [l] and [2]. 
[4] i--. {count = 0 A out = in} E 1 pfcount, out : r) (out = 2 * in + 1 l 
by rule (9) (with R = (x = O)), (11) and (8) (with u = [count/x]) applied to [3]. 
Y5j k{out=in) E(count:=O;pfcount,out:r)(out=2*in+1) 
by rules ( I 1, i 2) and (11) applied to [4]. 
F] I-- {Out = ill) Zi) (Out = 2 * in + 11 
by rules (4) and ( 10) applied to [S]. 
Fig. 4 represent> this deduction as a tree A and thus illustrates the close relationship 
to U,$. 
Part @. With ruies ( I), (2), (4). (5) and ( 11) it is easy to show 
f7] t-. {a, = b, A 11~ = b~}E~~~‘ja,.n~:~~~jb,~l,b,,a,,a~~}. 
Part (3i. Using rules (I), (41, (5 1. (9) and (11) we deduce 
1x1 P (count = x + 1 A out = in A --Icount s out) 
IVz(s+ 2 =in+ rp(x+ 1+2 * z, in, count, out))). 
Parll @. We show that F- C holds by using [7] and [Xl: 
[“l] fr-}+ C‘ is a trivial deduction. 
:lO] (i’) e- {count = x out = in} 
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{out=in)~~-,,Iout=:!*in+ 11 
I 
{out = in}81 7r,,{out = 2* in + t } 
I 
(out = in} 
E 1 count := 0; ptcount, aut : r) 
(out =2*in+ I} 
I 
J, 
\ 
/’ 
\ 
\ 
(nut = in} {count = in A count = 0) 
E Icount := 0 E 1 ~(count, out : rl 
{out = in A count = 0) {out = 2*in+ 1) 
I 
{cotlnt = x n out = in] 
E I p(count, out: rb 
jtlzf.r+z=in-,oilt=xcti:!*r)~ 
..--L ‘44 
.--+- \ 
I \ 
{a, =h,haZ=i;l; 
\ 
Separation {count = x A out = inI 
Elr(u,,a,:) -Rule 
b=ht 
E, / p(count, out : h 1 
I 
(~z(x+Z=in-,out=s+1+2* 
{“. .)Elbegin. I .end{. , .) 
Fig. 4. The deduction tree J for Part i3 of ii,,. 
by ruies (a), (9) and (11) applied to [1-f?!. 
[lz?] {C) i- {count = x + 1 A out = in A count G out) 
E> J pbx.mnt, out : 4’) 
{x+1 ~iin~Vz(x+(l +t-.z)==in 
-+ q(x + 1 + 2 * (I + f), in, count, out])) 
by the Se~#~~f~~~l R&e (6) applied to [7], [i l] and rule (, 1 1). 
[13] (C)t-{count= x + 1 A out = itI A count S out) 
E&?(count,out:q’) 
(Vzfx+ z = in -+ cp( x + 1 -i- 2 * 2, in, courlt, out)) 
by rule (1 I) applied to [ 121 (because k= fx+ I d in A x + z = in) + z a I holds). 
:)} 
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1141 {C)+{cc?unt=x+l Aout=in} 
Ezjifcount~ooutthenp(...felseh(...)fi 
Of4 * - * 11 
tty rule (3) applied to [8] and [13]. 
[lS] ~C)~(count.=x~~ut=in) 
{VA . . . 1) 
El 
begin 
procq’fy\,&:);...; 
count:=count+l;if,..fi 
end 
fty rules i Ii. (21, (41 and (11) applied to [14). 
!fbI L C” by the Recursim Rule (5) applied to [IS]. 
Since [ i h] proves the assumptbn of Part 0, we have formally proved 
p. ..FIt,, , i {cm = in) 7rtl (out = 2 * in + 1). 
13~ the ~ounclncss of prc’of system 9, this implies 
r , {out = in) rCl {out = 2 * in + 1). 
12. Static sharing of variables 
WC now explain how to extend the system Y to a sound and g-complete proof 
qctc’m 9 for LErr,n L,, -thus lifting the restriction ‘no static sharing of variables’. 
The only proof :*nl- Irl L of 9 which becomes unsound and incomplete in the presence 
of sharing is the SeparaGon Rule f6). This is SO because now the procedure tail 
p( .\T- : cl,. y, g,) might lcad to calls ~(a, : 1.. . . , qiii,,, : ) of the parameter q where the 
;tctual variable lists tir, . . . , U,,, helong to different sharing classes such that the 
ctxrcctn05 properties of y(ti, : 1,. . . . q(ii,,, : 1 cannot he represented by a single 
clbrrcctncv+ f0rmuia { (5 = 6} E j y( ii : ) ( G}. 
f.r)rmally. let La hc the set of variable lists of length k. Two lists .f= .x1,. . . . .q 
;irld \‘=y,..... _vr in L,, are called shCarittg equiudenf if for all i, Jo ( I , . . . . k} the 
frtllt~ir,g holds: _q and s, are different itf _vi and y, are ~ii~er~nt. The sharing 
cqui\;kncc ~IE~UC~S ;I tinite number nf equivalence classes Tc Lk, called here sharitlg 
t ILIWS, in I.,. Every sharing class T can be identified with a partition of the set 
(1.. . k f~ For cxamplc. II. h. Q, C, h belongs to T,,=({l. 3}, {2, 5}, (4)). With this 
~dcnttiicittit~n i  mind WL’ denote for arhitrar*.* lktc; X = 3; . . _ , sk by T(X) that 
v;rri;thlc fkt v clhtaincd frc>m .t: by deieting every s, for which there exist an i < j 
i1lc.h thitt I and j art in the ~mc set A 6: 71 For example. 7;,((1. h, C. ci. cp) = a, b. d. 
To deal properly with different sharing classes in atomic procedures we extend 
our program syntax by allowing procedures of the form 
where T,,..., T, are all sharing classes of &I. Important is that we do not explain 
the semantics of the single constituents of E, but merely of the whole construct 
when confronted with a procedure call p(X : 4): 
ifja 1 andjE:E. T, 
otherwise, 
where E 1 y( 2 : 4’) --+ E 1 BifI (in the sense of Section 4) holds. 
Now we can formulate the modified Separation Rule: 
(6’) Separation with Sharing: 
(iT,tlti)=Gl E]qjai:l ic~~>i=~....,t?2,~p~) E*jpG:~t, hIq,)(Qt) 
IwM~:~l,q.qr!K?S 
3 
where the following holds: 
(i) E,==Eu(proehfk); 
[test T,;begin Tl(ii):=same &withcp,(T,(ti), &)end 
Cl test T,, : begin Tv,(ii) := some II&, with (cm( T,( ii), z;i,) end];} 
with pl,. . . , cp,,, being new relation variables not already present in E. 
(ii) Tk,. . . , 7;,, are all sharing classes of kl, where k = Iti/ ( = I&,( = . . . = lti,,l). 
(iii) &E?; and free (Gi)GfT~fGi),~)for i=l....,rzr. 
(iv) P= P,cr and Q = Q,cr where 
o=[C+,..., G,,/cpA& ?‘,GW.. . . 3 cp,,,@i,,, T;,GJ~l~ 
This rule reflects the fact that the presence of sharing unavoidably requires a careful 
distinction between various sharing classes. 
Let :sP’ be the l-loare-like system resulting from B by replacing rule (6) by the 
new rule (6’). Then the proofs of Theorems 9.1 and 10.3 can easily be extended 
to show the following theorem. 
Theorem 12.1. Tfie Hoare-like system 9’ is sound und g-complete for L Pc,< n L,,. 
We remark that if logical formulas allow an explicit distinction between locations 
and values as proposed in f29], the construct 
[test T, ; B1 !J . . = D test T, ; B,,] 
can be replaced by an ordinary conditional statement with B~~olcan expressions h, 
instead of tests Ti. 
X8 E. 4. Oliiimg 
13. Conclusion 
The original problem posed in 121-j was to find a sound and ~e~~f~~e~y complete 
tfoare-like system for provin, n correctness formulas {P) 7r (0) with first-order for- 
mulas P, Q as assertions for programs 7r in Lpas n L,, (Pascal-like procedures with 
mcjde depth ~‘-2) resp. L,,, n L,,, (arbitrary finite mode depth j. Relative completeness 
is completeness module the first-order theory Th(4,) and module the assumption 
of expressibility of LF for 9. 
in our paper we studied the case LPa,n L,, and we were able to present a sound 
and g-~~~ntplete proof system where g-completeness refers to the speciaf second-order 
thecq gTht.9) and to the notion of g-expressibility. As indicated in Section 10 
there ~cm++ to be no essential difference between both notions of expressibility. So 
the main diffcrcnce between these notions of completeness appears to be that 
g-completeness ystematically reduces the problem of proving a correctness formula 
{Pj v {Q) only to a certain second-order formula whereas refative compieteness 
require< ;I further reduction to some first-order formula. 
‘4 challenging question is whether the correctness problem for LParn I!_.,, can be 
rcduccd to first-order theories nr whether second-order is really needed. 
Independently of the answer to this question we find our approach to Pascal-like 
prctccdurcs yuitc nrrtural, especially the use of relation variables as spe~i~cati(~r~s of 
the ah\trzct hchaviou;. of not further analysed procedure parameters q in procedure 
c;rll\ f’( . . . y. . . I. Moreover. as already shown in [ 1 1 f, this approach has its ~~~~~~~r~~ 
rWf~~~iorr fca &alinp with procedure parameters y of iirbitfiiry finite modes, nm~~y 
the uw of higher-order logical theories, 
pnbc (var.. . ,sar:proc (var., . . .var: i, _. . , pm:: var.. . _ .var: 1) 
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corresponding to more general function proctdures of type 
((3Q9)X. * .X(gJ;ll”+~))-+~. 
Clearly, to what extent this correspondence helps to find the proof methods fpr 
finitely typed function procedures remains to be investigated. 
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